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Abstract
We study a class of self-similar processes with stationary increments belonging to higher order
Wiener chaoses which are similar to Hermite processes. We obtain an almost sure wavelet-like
expansion of these processes. This allows us to compute the pointwise and local Ho¨lder regularity
of sample paths and to analyse their behaviour at infinity. We also provide some results on the
Hausdorff dimension of the range and graphs of multidimensional anisotropic self-similar processes
with stationary increments defined by multiple Wiener integrals.
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1 Introduction and background
Self-similar processes with stationary increments (SSSI processes), i.e. processes X which satisfy:
∀c > 0 {Xct : t ∈ R+} (d)= {cHXt : t ∈ R+}
∀h > 0 {Xt+h −Xh : t ∈ R+} (d)= {Xt : t ∈ R+}
for some positive H, have been studied for a long time due to their importance both in theory and in
practice. Such processes appear as limits in various normalisation procedures [19, 29, 33]. In addition,
they are the only possible tangent processes [14]. In applications, they occur in various fields such
as hydrology, biomedicine and image processing. The simplest SSSI processes are simply Brownian
motion and, more generally, Le´vy stable motions. Apart from these cases, the best known such
process is probably fractional Brownian motion (fBm), which was introduced in [17] and popularized
by [20]. A construction of SSSI processes that generalizes fBm to higher order Wiener chaoses was
proposed in [23]. These processes read
∀t ∈ R+ Xt =
∫
Rd
ht(x1, ..., xd)dBx1 ...dBxd
where {Bx : x ∈ R} is a two-sided brownian motion and where ht satisfies:
1. ht ∈ Lˆ2(Rd), where Lˆ2(Rd) denotes the space of square-integrable symmetric functions,
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2. ∀c > 0, hct(cx1, ..., cxd) = cH−
d
2ht(x1, ..., xd),
3. ∀ρ ≥ 0, ht+ρ(x1, ..., xd)− ht(x1, ..., xd) = hρ(x1 − t, ..., xd − t).
Properties 2. and 3. ensure self-similarity and stationarity of the increments of the process. Among
the kernels satisfying the above properties, [23] considered:
• ∫ t0 ||s∗ − x||H− d2−12 ds,
• ∫ t0 ∏dj=1(s− xj)−( 12+ 1−Hd )+ ds.
where s∗ = (s, ..., s), ‖.‖2 is the euclidian norm in Rd and (x)+ = max(0, x).
The second kernel defines a class of processes called Hermite processes, which have been and still
are the subject of considerable interest [10, 33, 1, 27, 34]. For d = 1, one recovers fBm (the only SSSI
Gaussian process). The process obtained with d = 2 is called the Rosenblatt process.
When d > 1, the processes in the general class defined in [23] are somewhat difficult to analyse,
because they are no longer Gaussian. In recent years, the family of Hermite processes, and specially the
Rosenblatt one, has been studied in depth from the point of views of estimation [7], stochastic calculus
[34], distributional properties [35], wavelet-like decomposition for d = 2 [27], and more. Wavelet-like
decompositions, in particular, are useful for investigating the local properties and providing synthesis
algorithms.
General results on sample paths properties of ergodic self-similar processes, such as local or point-
wise regularity or Hausdorff dimensions were obtained in [31]. One such result is that, if the process
has stationary increments, then for all t, the pointwise Ho¨lder exponent is equal to H almost surely.
In the case of fBm, a lot more is known, both in the one and multidimensional cases [26, 11, 32, 3, 2].
However, in the non-Gaussian case d > 1, there is still room for improvements. For instance, precise
uniform results are not available. Of course, by stationarity of increments, self-similarity and the
finiteness of every moments of X1, one has:
∀p > 1, E[|Xt −Xs|p] = |t− s|pHE[(X1)p].
By Kolmogorov’s lemma, X has a modification whose sample paths are Ho¨lder-continuous of all
exponents smaller than H (we will always work with such a version in the following), but obtaining
the exact uniform pointwise Ho¨lder exponent is more difficult.
The aim of this article is to study a class of SSSI processes obtained by considering a particular
kernel h satisfying conditions 1., 2., 3. above. The interest of this class is that it allows one to obtain
a wavelet-type expansion for all values of d (and not only for d = 1 and d = 2 as it is the case
for Hermite processes). This expansion permits in turn to deduce sharp local regularity results on
the sample paths. Our class of processes is defined by the following multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integral
representation:
Xαt =
∫
Rd
[
||t∗ − x||H−
d
2
2 − ||x||
H− d
2
2
]
dBx1 ...dBxd (1)
where t ∈ [0, 1], t∗ = (t, ..., t) and α = H − 1 + d2 . When d = 1, {Xαt } is a fbm.
The main results of this article are propositions 4, 5 and corollary 11. Propositions 4 and 5 are
concerned respectively with the local regularity and the asymptotic behaviour at infinity of the pro-
cess {Xαt }. In view of these propositions, the sample paths of the process {Xαt } for d > 1 differ
significantly from the ones of the fbm since the logarithmic correction is to the power of d2 . Moreover,
corollary 11 gives us the uniform pointwise Ho¨lder exponent (see section 4 for a definition). It extends
a well-known result regarding the fbm, namely that, almost surely, for any t ∈ (0, 1), the pointwise
Ho¨lder exponent at t is equal to H. Nevertheless, the techniques in order to obtain this result for
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the considered class of processes are somewhat more involved since the collection of random vari-
ables used to define the wavelet-type expansion of {Xαt } is not a collection of independent standard
normal random variables (for d > 1) anymore (see the remark after proposition 1). Lemma 9 is
the key to obtain such an uniform result. It is based on a geometric condition which lets us obtain
independence and the Carbery and Wright inequality ([8]). This inequality provides us an estimate
for the small ball probability of a random variable from the collection previously mentionned. It ap-
pears in the study of the convergence in law for sequences of functionals on the Wiener space (see [24]).
The remaining of this work is organized as follows. In the next section, we define precisely our
process. In Section 3, we prove the existence of a modification of {Xαt } which is expressed as an
almost-surely absolutely convergent wavelet-type series. Section 4 studies the pointwise and local
Ho¨lder regularity of sample paths and the behaviour at infinity of the process. Finally, we provide
in Section 5 general results on the Hausdorff dimension of the range and graphs of multidimensional
anisotropic SSSI processes defined by multiple Wiener integrals.
2 Definitions and notations
In this section, we define the class of processes, {Xαt }, by means of the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals
and the Riesz kernel. First of all, let us define the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals. We refer the reader
to chapter 1.1.2 of [25]. The multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals, denoted by Id, is a linear continuous
application from Lˆ2(Rd) to L2(Ω,G,P), where G is the sigma-field generated by the two-sided brownian
motion. Moreover, it satisfies the following properties:
• For all f ∈ L2(Rd), Id(f) = Id(fˆ),
• For all f ∈ L2(Rd), E[Id(f)] = 0,
• For all f ∈ L2(Rp) and g ∈ L2(Rq),
E[Ip(f)Iq(g)] =
{
0 p 6= q
p! < fˆ ; gˆ >L2(Rp) p = q
where fˆ(x1, ..., xd) =
1
d!
∑
σ∈Sd f(xσ(1), ..., xσ(d)) and Sd is the set of permutations of {1, ..., d}.
Let us define the Riesz kernel:
kα(x) =
1
γd(α)
{
||x||α−d2 α− d 6= 0, 2, 4, 6
||x||α−d2 ln 1||x||2 α− d = 0, 2, 4, 6
with:
γd(α) =


2απ
d
2
Γ(α2 )
Γ(d−α2 )
α 6= d+ 2k, α 6= −2k
1 α = −2k
(−1) d−22 π d2 2α−1(α− d
2
)!Γ(α2 ) α = d+ 2k
where k ∈ N and Γ(α) = ∫∞0 xα−1e−xdx. This kernel occurs in the definition of the Riesz potential
which will be used below. Let H ∈ (12 , 1) and set α = H + d2 − 1 which is, thus, in R \ N. Consider
the following kernel:
hαt (x1, ..., xd) = kα+1(t
∗ − x)− kα+1(x)
where t∗ = (t, ..., t). The kernel hαt is clearly symmetric and it is classical to show that it is a square-
integrable function. Moreover, simple calculations show that Properties 2. and 3. are also verified.
Thus the process:
∀t ∈ [0, 1] Xαt = Id(hαt ),
3
is an SSSI process by [23].
Self-similarity and increments stationarity entail that
∀(s, t) ∈ [0, 1]2, E[Xαt Xαs ] =
1
2
E[(Xα1 )
2]
[|t|2H + |s|2H − |t− s|2H] ,
i.e. Xαt has same covariance structure as fBm. In particular, it displays long range dependence. Note
that, as mentioned above, Kolmogorov’s lemma implies that the process has a modification whose
sample paths are almost surely continuous. We will always work with this modification in the sequel.
Using a classical patching argument, Xα can then be defined on the whole of R+.
3 Wavelet decomposition
Wavelet decompositions of stochastic processes are a powerful tool for the study of sample paths
properties such as regularity. They have been used in particular in [6] and [4] respectively for the
cases of fractional Brownian sheet and linear fractional stable sheet. Following the method in these
articles, we shall obtain an almost sure wavelet-type expansion of {Xαt }.
In that view, we use a specific wavelet basis of L2(Rd) (the reader is referred to [21] for an
introduction to wavelet theory). For d = 1, we consider the Lemarie´-Meyer wavelet basis, which
satisfies the following property:
• the scaling function φ and the mother wavelet ψ are in the Schwartz space, S(R).
• supp(F(φ)) ⊂ {ξ ∈ R : |ξ| ≤ 4π3 } and supp(F(ψ)) ⊂ {ξ ∈ R : 2π3 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 8π3 }.
• {2 j2ψ(2jx− k) : (j, k) ∈ Z× Z} is an orthonormal basis of L2(R).
• ∀β ∈ N ∫
R
xβψ(x)dx = 0.
The last property implies that the mother wavelet is in the Lizorkin Space, S0(R). We use the
canonical construction of a multidimensional multiresolution analysis from a monodimensional one
using tensor products. Let E denote the set {0, 1}d \(0, ..., 0). For all ǫ ∈ E, we note ψ(ǫ) the function
defined by:
ψ(ǫ)(x) = ψ(ǫ1)(x1)...ψ
(ǫd)(xd)
where ψ(0) = φ and ψ(1) = ψ. Then {ψ(ǫ)j,k(x) = 2
jd
2 ψ(ǫ)(2jx − k) : (j,k, ǫ) ∈ Z × Zd × E} is an
orthonormal wavelet basis of L2(Rd). By construction, for all ǫ ∈ E, ψ(ǫ) is in the following Lizorkin
type space:
S0(R
d) = {ψ ∈ S(Rd) : ∀β ∈ Nd
∫
Rd
xβψ(x)dx = 0}.
This space is invariant by the Riesz potential which is defined by (see [28], page 483):
Iαψ(x) =
∫
Rd
kα(x− y)ψ(y)dy.
For ψ in S0(R
d), the following inversion formula holds:
Iαψ(x) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
ei<x,ξ>
F(ψ)(ξ)
||ξ||α2
dξ.
We are now ready to give our wavelet-type expansion for the process {Xαt }. For this purpose, we
proceed as follows:
• We show the existence of a modification of {Xαt }, denoted by {X˜αt }, which can be expressed as
a random wavelet-type series which almost surely converges absolutely at every point t ∈ [0, 1].
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• We show that this modification is continuous on [0, 1].
• We conclude that these two processes are indistinguishable.
Proposition 1 There exists a modification of the process {Xαt ; t ∈ [0, 1]}, denoted by {X˜αt }, such
that:
∀ω ∈ Ω∗ ∀t ∈ [0, 1] X˜αt (ω) =
∑
j∈Z
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(−k)
]
Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k)(ω).
Remark: In [6], the wavelet expansion of the fractional brownian sheet is proved by means of the
Itoˆ-Nisio theorem (see theorem 2.1.1 in [18]). In our case, we can not use such theorem since the
collection {Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k); (j,k, ǫ) ∈ Z×Zd×E} is not a collection of independent random variables. Indeed,
for any (j,k,k′, ǫ, ǫ′), one has:
E[Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k)Id(ψ
(ǫ′)
j,k′
)] = d! < ψˆ
(ǫ)
j,k; ψˆ
(ǫ′)
j,k′
>
= d! < ψˆ
(ǫ)
j,k;ψ
(ǫ′)
j,k′
>
=
∑
σ∈Sd
< ψ
(ǫ)
j,k ◦ σ;ψ
(ǫ′)
j,k′
>
=
∑
σ∈Sd
< ψ
(ǫσ)
j,kσ
;ψ
(ǫ′)
j,k′
>
where ψ ◦ σ(x1, ..., xd) = ψ(xσ(1), ..., xσ(d)), ǫσ = (ǫσ(1), ..., ǫσ(d)) and similarly for kσ. Thus, if there
exists σ ∈ Sd for which ǫσ = ǫ′ and kσ = k′, we have E[Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k)Id(ψ(ǫ
′)
j,k′
)] 6= 0. For d = 3, one can
choose ǫ = (1, 0, 1), ǫ′ = (1, 1, 0), k = (1, 2, 3) and k′ = (1, 3, 2) and σ = {1, 2, 3}{1,3,2} .
In order to show this proposition, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 2 Let {fn} be an orthonormal basis of L2(Rd). There exists an event Ω∗ of probability 1 and
a strictly positive random variable, C˜d(ω), which has all its moments finite such that:
∀ω ∈ Ω∗ ∀n ∈ N |Id(fn)| ≤ C˜d(ω)(log(e+ n))
d
2 .
Proof : The proof follows the lines of the one of Lemma 1 in [5]. Let an = (log(e + n))
d
2 . Theorem
6.7 of [16] entails that:
∃cd > 0 : ∀b > 2, ∀n ∈ N, P
(
|Id(fn)| ≥ ban
√
d!||fˆn||L2(Rd)
)
≤ e−cd(ban)
2
d =
1
(e+ n)cdb
2
d
.
For cdb
2
d > 1,
∑ 1
(e+n)cdb
2
d
<∞, and the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that:
∃Ω∗, P(Ω∗) = 1 : ∀ω ∈ Ω∗, ∃n(ω) ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n(ω),
|Id(fn)(ω)| ≤ b(log(e+ n))
d
2
√
d!||fˆn||L2(Rd) ≤ b(log(e+ n))
d
2
√
d!.
Set:
τ(ω) =
{
min{n ∈ N : k ≥ n |Id(fk)| ≤ b(log(e+ k))
d
2
√
d!} ω ∈ Ω∗
+∞ ω /∈ Ω∗,
and define:
C(ω) =


sup
0≤k≤τ(ω)
(|Id(fk)|) ω ∈ Ω∗
+∞ ω /∈ Ω∗.
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We compute the moments of any order p > 0 of this random variable. Following the proof of Lemma
1 of [5], one gets:
E(|C|p) =
+∞∑
n=0
E( sup
0≤k≤n
(|Id(fk)|p)χ{τ(ω)=n})
≤ E(|Id(f0)|p) +
+∞∑
n=1
n∑
k=0
E(|Id(fk)|pχ{|Id(fn−1)|>b(log(e+n−1))d2√d!})
≤ E(|Id(f0)|p) +
+∞∑
n=1
n∑
k=0
E(|Id(fk)|2p)
1
2P(|Id(fn−1)| > b(log(e+ n− 1))
d
2
√
d!)
1
2 .
Using Theorems 5.10 and 6.7 of [16], one deduces
E(|C|p) ≤ E(|Id(f0)|p) + cp
+∞∑
n=1
n+ 1
(e+ n− 1) cdb
2
d
2
,
i.e., for
cdb
2
d
2
> 2,
∀p > 0 E(|C|p) < +∞.
From this, one deduces that there exists a strictly positive random variable C˜d(ω), whose every
moments are finite and such that:
a.s. ∀n ∈ N |Id(fn)| ≤ C˜d(ω)(log(e+ n))
d
2 
An indexing argument shows that the following inequality holds:
a.s. ∀(j,k, ǫ) ∈ Z× Zd × E |Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k)| ≤ C˜1,d(ω)(log(e+ |j|+ ||k||1))
d
2
≤ C˜1,d(ω)(log(e+ |j|))
d
2 (log(e+ ||k||1))
d
2 ,
where we have used the two trivial facts:
• the function x→ x d2 is increasing on R+
• ∀(x, y) ∈ R+ log(e+ x+ y) ≤ log(e+ x) log(e+ y)
Let us now move to the proof of Proposition 1. It is similar to that of the wavelet-type expansion
of fBm in [22] and in section 4.2 of [2].
Proof : Let t be in [0, 1]. Since hαt is in Lˆ
2(Rd), we can expand it into the wavelet basis {ψ(ǫ)j,k}.
Using Itoˆ isometry we have, in (L2):
Xαt =
∑
j∈Z
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
< hαt , ψ
(ǫ)
j,k > Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k).
Let us show that the right hand side converges absolutely for every t in [0, 1] on Ω∗. It suffices to
show that:
∀ω ∈ Ω∗
∑
j∈Z
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
| < hαt , ψ(ǫ)j,k > ||Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k)| < +∞
For this purpose, write:
< hαt , ψ
(ǫ)
j,k >=
∫
Rd
[kα+1(t
∗ − x)− kα+1(−x)]ψ(ǫ)j,k(x)dx.
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The change of variables 2jx− k = u yields:
< hαt , ψ
(ǫ)
j,k >= 2
−jH
∫
Rd
[kα+1(2
jt∗ − k− u)− kα+1(−k− u)]ψ(ǫ)(u)du.
Split the integral into two terms to get:
< hαt , ψ
(ǫ)
j,k >= 2
−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(−k)
]
.
We need to distinguish between j ≤ −1 and j ≥ 0. Since Iα+1(ψ(ǫ)) ∈ S0(Rd), the function f defined
on R by:
f(u) = Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(u∗ − k)
is in C∞(R). Thus, by the mean value theorem:
∃v ∈ [0, 2jt] : Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(−k) = 2jt df
du
(v).
By the chain rule,
df
du
(v) =
d∑
i=1
∂
∂ui
(Iα+1(ψ(ǫ)))(v∗ − k).
Using the rapid decrease of ∂
∂ui
(Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))), one gets:
∀p > 0 | df
du
(v)| ≤ Cp,d
(1 + ||v∗ − k||2)p
For j ≤ −1, v ∈ [0, 2jt] ⊂ [0, 12 ]. Thus, for ||k||2 large enough, the following estimate holds:
∀t ∈ [0, 1] | < hαt , ψ(ǫ)j,k > | ≤ 2j(1−H)
Cp,d
(1 + ||k||2)p .
By Lemma 2,
∀ω ∈ Ω∗ ∀(j,k, ǫ) ∈ Z× Zd ×E |Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k)(ω)| ≤ C˜(ω)(log(e+ |j|))
d
2 (log(e+ ||k||1))
d
2 .
Thus,
‖ < hα. , ψ(ǫ)j,k > ‖∞,[0,1]|Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k)(ω)| ≤ C ′p,d(ω)
2j(1−H)
(1 + ||k||2)p (log(e+ |j|))
d
2 (log(e+ ||k||1))
d
2 .
Since H < 1, almost sure uniform convergence for the “low frequency” part j < 0 for p sufficiently
large does hold. The high frequency part j ≥ 0 requires a bit more work. The inversion formula for
the Riesz potential yields:
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k) = 1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
ei<2
jt∗−k,ξ>F(ψ(ǫ))(ξ)
||ξ||α+12
dξ.
Making p integrations by parts in the direction i where ||2jt∗ − k||2 ≤ Cd|2jt− ki|, one gets:
|Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)| ≤ C
′
p,d
(1 + ||2jt∗ − k||2)p .
Thus, for j ≥ 0:
| < hαt , ψ(ǫ)j,k > | ≤ C ′′p,d2−jH
[
1
(1 + ||2jt∗ − k||2)p +
1
(1 + ||k||2)p
]
.
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In order to conclude, we need to estimate the following quantity:
∑
k∈Zd
(log(e+ ||k||1)) d2
(1 + ||2jt∗ − k||2)p .
Denote ⌊2jt⌋∗ = (⌊2jt⌋, ..., ⌊2j t⌋) ∈ Zd where ⌊u⌋ is the integer part of the real u. A change of variable
in the previous sum yields:
∑
k∈Zd
(log(e+ ||k||1)) d2
(1 + ||2jt∗ − k||2)p =
∑
k∈Zd
(log(e+ ||k+ ⌊2jt⌋∗||1)) d2
(1 + ||2jt∗ − ⌊2jt⌋∗ − k||2)p .
By the triangular inequality,
log(e+ ||k+ ⌊2jt⌋∗||1) ≤ log(e+ ||k||1 + ||⌊2jt⌋∗||1) ≤ C ′ log(e+ ||k||1) log(e+ ||⌊2jt⌋∗||1).
Consequently, one obtains:
∑
k∈Zd
(log(e+ ||k||1)) d2
(1 + ||2jt∗ − k||2)p ≤ C
′(log(e+ ||⌊2jt⌋∗||1))
d
2 sup
z∈[0,1]d

∑
k∈Zd
(log(e+ ||k||1)) d2
(1 + ||z− k||2)p

 .
Thus, for j ≥ 0:∑
k∈Zd
| < hαt , ψ(ǫ)j,k > ||Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k)(ω)| ≤ C ′′′p,d(ω)2−jH(log(e+ d2jt))
d
2 (log(e+ |j|)) d2 ,
which concludes the proof .
Remark: This wavelet expansion does not extend straightforwardly to every stochastic process
represented by Id(ht) where ht satisfies properties 1.,2. and 3. Indeed, for the hermite processes, the
wavelet coefficients of the kernel ht are equal to:
< ht;ψ
(ǫ)
j,k >=c(H0)
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
( d∏
j=1
(s− xj)H0−1+
Γ(H0)
)
ψ
(ǫ)
j,k(x1, ..., xd)dx1...dxdds
= c(H0)
∫ t
0
(IH0+ ⊗ ...⊗ IH0+ )(ψ(ǫ)j,k)(s∗)ds
= c(H0)
∫ t
0
IH0+ (ψ
(ǫ1)
j,k1
)(s)...IH0+ (ψ
(ǫd)
j,kd
)(s)ds
= c(H0)2
−jH
∫ 2jt
0
IH0+ (ψ
(ǫ1))(s− k1)...IH0+ (ψ(ǫd))(s − kd)ds
where H0 =
H
d
+ d−22d , I
H0
+ (ψ)(t) =
1
Γ(H0)
∫ t
−∞(t− s)H0−1+ ψ(s)ds is the fractional integral of Weyl type
of order H0 (see [28]) and c(H0) a certain normalizing constant. Take for instance, d = 2, ǫ = (1, 0)
and (j,k) ∈ Z× Z2. We obtain:
< ht;ψ
(ǫ)
j,k >= c(H0)2
−jH
∫ 2jt
0
IH0+ (ψ)(s − k1)IH0+ (φ)(s − k2)ds
But the scaling function φ is not in the Lizorkin space S0(R). Thus, I
H0
+ (φ) does not decrease
sufficiently fast at infinity. Actually, by Lemma 1 of [27], we have:
∃C > 0 ∀x ∈ R |IH0+ (φ)(x)| ≤
C
(1 + |x|)1−H0 .
We postpone the proof of the continuity of the modification, {X˜αt }, to the next section. Indeed in
proposition 4, we find a modulus of continuity for {X˜αt } using its definition and consequently, {X˜αt }
is continuous on [0, 1]. Therefore, in the sequel, by indistinguishability, we use {Xαt } in order to
designate both processes.
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4 Uniform and Local Regularity of the sample paths
From Proposition 1, one sees that the process Xαt may be written:
Xαt = X
l,α
t +X
h,α
t ,
where X l,αt is the low frequency part and X
h,α
t the high frequency part, namely:
X l,αt =
∑
j∈Z−
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(−k)
]
Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k),
Xh,αt =
∑
j∈N
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(−k)
]
Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k).
In order to study the regularity of the stochastic process, we will show that the low frequency part is
C∞(R) and then focus on the regularity of the high frequency part.
Proposition 3 Almost surely, the process {X l,αt } is in C∞(R).
Proof : Let gj,k be defined by:
∀t ∈ [0, 1] gj,k(t) = Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k).
We need to show that the following random series converges uniformly on [0, 1] almost surely:
∑
j∈Z−
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
dmgj,k
dtm
(t)Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k), m ∈ N∗.
The chain rule formula entails that:
dmgj,k
dtm
(t) = 2jm
∑
(i1,...,im)∈{1,...,d}m
∂m
∂xi1 ...∂xim
(Iα+1(ψ(ǫ)))(2jt∗ − k).
Since Iα+1(ψ(ǫ)) ∈ S0(Rd), one obtains the following estimate:
∀p > 0 |d
mgj,k
dtm
(t)| ≤ 2jm Cp,d,m
(1 + ||2jt∗ − k||2)p .
Moreover, since t ∈ [0, 1] and j ≤ −1, 2jt∗ ∈ [0, 12 ]d. Thus, for ||k||2 sufficiently large, one has:
|d
mgj,k
dtm
(t)| ≤ 2jm Cp,d,m
(1 + ||k||2)p .
Finally, since H < 1 ≤ m and using Lemma 2, one obtains the almost sure uniform convergence of
the random series. 
The next two results are analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 of [6]. The first one gives a modulus of
continuity for the process Xαt while the second one deals with the asymptotic behaviour of the pro-
cess as t→ +∞. Their proofs are also similar.
Proposition 4 There exists a strictly positive random variable Ad of finite moments of any order
and a constant, bd > 1, such that:
∀ω ∈ Ω∗ sup
(s,t)∈[0,1]
|Xαt (ω)−Xαs (ω)|
|t− s|H(log(bd + |t− s|−1))
d
2
≤ Ad(ω).
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This result should be compared with Remark 2.3 p.166 and the sentence that follows its proof on
p.167 of [31], which provide a related (but weaker) result, namely that the local Ho¨lder exponent of
Xα (as well as the ones of all Hermite processes) is equal to H: the above proposition entails that the
local Ho¨lder exponent of Xα is not smaller than H, and Theorem 10 below will ensure that it is not
greater than H. See also Lemma 5.9 of [30], which provides a similar result for Hermite processes.
Proof : Since t → X l,αt is in C∞(R) almost surely, we need only to deal with the high frequency
component Xh,αt . Let ω ∈ Ω∗ and (s, t) be in [0, 1]. There exists a positive integer j0 such that:
2−j0−1 < |t− s| ≤ 2−j0 .
Write:
Xh,αt −Xh,αs = (I) + (II),
where
(I) =
j0∑
j=0
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2js∗ − k)
]
Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k)
and
(II) =
∑
j≥j0+1
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2js∗ − k)
]
Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k).
Let us consider the first sum. Using Lemma 2 and following the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 of
[6], there exists a deterministic constant b1,d > 1 such that:
|(I)| ≤ A1,d(ω)|t− s|
j0∑
j=0
2(1−H)j(b1,d + j)
d
2 ≤ A′1,d(ω)|t− s|2(j0+1)(1−H)(b1,d + j0)
d
2 .
Similarly, for the second sum, there exists a deterministic constant b2,d > 1 such that:
|(II)| ≤ A2,d(ω)
∞∑
j=j0+1
2−jH(b2,d + j)
d
2 ≤ A′2,d(ω)2−j0H(b2,d + j0)
d
2 .
Putting the results altogether and using the definition of j0 yields the desired conclusion. 
Proposition 5 There exists a strictly positive random variable Bd of finite moments of any order
and a constant cd > 3, such that:
∀ω ∈ Ω∗ sup
t∈R+
|Xαt (ω)|
(1 + |t|)H(log log(cd + |t|))
d
2
≤ Bd(ω).
Proof : The proof is quite similar to the previous one except that the behaviour at infinity of the
process will be governed by the low frequency part. Let t be a real strictly greater than 1 and let j1
denote the integer such that:
2j1 ≤ t < 2j1+1.
Let ω ∈ Ω∗. We consider the following quantity that we split into three parts:∑
j∈Z
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψǫ)(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψǫ)(−k)] (log(e+ |j|+ ||k||)) d2 = (I) + (II) + (III)
where,
(I) =
−(j1+1)∑
j=−∞
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψǫ)(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψǫ)(−k)] (log(e+ |j| + ||k||)) d2 ,
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(II) =
−1∑
j=−j1
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψǫ)(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψǫ)(−k)] (log(e+ |j|+ ||k||)) d2 ,
(III) =
∞∑
j=0
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψǫ)(2jt∗ − k)− Iα+1(ψǫ)(−k)] (log(e+ |j|+ ||k||)) d2 .
Let us deal first with the high frequency part. We have:
|(III)| ≤ h3(t) + h3(0)
where h3 is the function defined by:
h3(t) =
∞∑
j=0
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH |Iα+1(ψǫ)(2jt∗ − k)|(log(e+ |j| + ||k||)) d2 .
Reasoning as above, one gets:
h3(t) ≤ C3
+∞∑
j=0
2−jH
(
log(e+ j + ||2jt∗||)) d2 .
Using that:
∀a, b > 0 log(e+ a+ b) ≤ log(e+ a) + log(e+ b),
and, for d > 2, by a convexity argument:
∀a, b > 0 (a+ b) d2 ≤ cd(a
d
2 + b
d
2 ),
one gets:
h3(t) ≤ C3d
+∞∑
j=0
2−jH (log(e+ j))
d
2 + C3d
+∞∑
j=0
2−jH
(
log(e+ 2j ||t∗||)) d2 .
Finally, since log(e+ 2j||t∗||) ≤ log(e+ 2j) + log(e+ ||t∗||):
h3(t) ≤ C ′3d (log(e+ ||t∗||))
d
2 .
Consider now the second term. One has:
|(II)| ≤ h2(t) + h2(0),
where h2 is the function defined by:
h2(t) =
−1∑
j=−j1
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH |Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt∗ − k)| (log(e+ |j|+ ||k||)) d2 .
It is clear that:
h2(t) ≤ C2
j1∑
j=1
2jH
(
log(e+ j + 2−j ||t∗||)) d2 .
Using the definition of j1 and elementary computations, one obtains:
h2(t) ≤ C2,d(1 + |t|)H (log log(cd + |t|))
d
2 .
Similarly for h2(0), one has:
h2(0) ≤ C ′2,d(1 + |t|)H (log log(cd + |t|))
d
2
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For the last term, we apply the mean value theorem to the function f defined above to get:
|(I)| ≤ C1,d
−(j1+1)∑
j=−∞
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2(1−H)j |t|(log(e+ |j|+ ||k||))
d
2
(1 + ||k||)p ≤ C
′
1,d|t|,
and the result follows. 
Remark 6 In order to study the local regularity of the process, we will only need the behaviour at
infinity of the high frequency part.
We now compute the uniform almost sure pointwise Ho¨lder exponent of Xα. Since the paths of the
process are nowhere differentiable, it is by definition equal to:
γXα(t) = sup{γ > 0 : lim sup
ρ→0
|Xαt+ρ −Xαt |
|ρ|γ < +∞}.
Proposition 4 entails that, almost surely:
∀t ∈ (0, 1) γXα(t) ≥ H.
We will show the converse inequality. In that view, we introduce a stochastic field Xαt that is closely
related to Xαt and defined as follows:
∀ω ∈ Ω∗, ∀t ∈ Rd Xαt (ω) =
∑
j∈N
∑
k∈Zd
∑
ǫ∈E
2−jH
[
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt− k)− Iα+1(ψ(ǫ))(−k)
]
Id(ψ
ǫ
j,k).
It is easily checked that Xαt is well defined and that its sample paths are continuous. Moreover,
proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 5 for the high frequency part (III), one can prove that:
a.s., ∀t ∈ Rd, |Xαt | ≤ C˜d(ω) (log(e+ ||t||))
d
2 .
Define the following operator on S0(R
d):
∀x ∈ Rd Dα+1(ψ)(x) = 1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
ei<x;ξ>||ξ||α+1F(ψ)(ξ)dξ.
The Fourier transform of the dilated and translated version of this function is equal to:
∀ξ ∈ Rd F(Dα+1(ψ)j,k)(ξ) = 2−jde−i2−j<k;ξ>F(Dα+1(ψ))(2−jξ),
where F(Dα+1(ψ))(ξ) = ||ξ||α+1F(ψ)(ξ).
Lemma 7 Almost surely,
∀(j, k, ǫ)N× Zd × E Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k) = 2j(H+d)
∫
Rd
X
α
t D
α+1(ψǫ)(2jt− k)dt.
Proof : For ω ∈ Ω∗ and (j,k, ǫ) ∈ N× Zd × E, we compute the following quantity:
A :=
∫
Rd
Xαt1,...,tdD
α+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt1 − k1, ..., 2j td − kd)dt1...dtd.
Since the function Dα+1(ψ(ǫ)) is in S0(R
d), the asymptotic growth properties of the stochastic field
{Xαt } allows one to invert the sum and the integral, so that:
A =
∑
j′,k′,ǫ′
2−j
′H
∫
Rd
Iα+1(ψ(ǫ
′))(2j
′
t− k′)Dα+1(ψ(ǫ))(2jt− k)dt Id(ψ(ǫ
′)
j′,k′
)
=:
∑
j′,k′,ǫ′
Aj′,k′,ǫ′ Id(ψ
(ǫ′)
j′,k′
).
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Let us compute the inner products Aj′,k′,ǫ′. By Fourier isometry,
Aj′,k′,ǫ′ = 2
−j′H 1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
2−j
′de−i2
−j′<k′;ξ>F(Iα+1(ψ(ǫ′)))(2−j′ξ)2−jde+i2−j<k;ξ>F(Dα+1(ψ(ǫ)))(2−jξ) dξ.
Using the inversion formula and the definition of the operator Dα+1, one gets:
Aj′,k′,ǫ′ =
2−j(H+d)
(2π)d
∫
Rd
2−j
d
2 2−j
′ d
2 e−i2
−j′<k′;ξ>e+i2
−j<k;ξ>F(ψ(ǫ′))(2−j′ξ)F(ψ(ǫ))(2−jξ)dξ.
Since:
F(ψ(ǫ)j,k)(ξ) = 2−j
d
2 e−i2
−j<k;ξ>F(ψ(ǫ))(2−jξ),
one finally obtains,
Aj′,k′,ǫ′ = 2
−j(H+d)
∫
Rd
ψ
(ǫ)
j,k(x)ψ
(ǫ′)
j′,k′
(x)dx.
But {ψ(ǫ)j,k} is an orthonormal basis of L2(Rd), so that:∫
Rd
XαtD
α+1(ψǫ)(2jt− k)dt = 2−j(H+d)Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k). 
We will show that the pointwise Ho¨lder exponent of the stochastic field Xαt is everywhere equal to H
almost surely. As a first step, we will exhibit an event of probability one such that, for any t0 ∈ [0, 1]d,
there exists a random variable Id(ψ
(ǫ)
j,k) which is both “large” enough and whose index is “close” to t0.
The construction of such an event is similar to lemma 4.1 in [3] but, as mentionned in the introduction,
somewhat more involved due to the fact that the collection {Id(ψ(ǫ)j,k); (j,k, ǫ) ∈ Z× Zd ×E} is not a
collection of independent standard normal random variables for d > 1. In that view, we will use the
following result from [8]:
Lemma 8 [8, Theorem 8] There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that for all polynomial
Q : Rn → R of degree at most d, all 1 < q <∞, all log-concave probability measures µ on Rn and all
α > 0, (∫
Rn
|Q(x)| qdµ(dx)
) 1
q
µ({x ∈ Rn |Q(x)| < α}) ≤ cqα 1d .
Lemma 9 Let 1 < β < 2. There is an event Ω∗∗ of probability one such that for all ω ∈ Ω∗∗, for all
ǫ in E, for all t0 ∈ [0, 1]d, and for j large enough, there is a kj ∈ Zd such that:
|t0 − 2−jkj| ≤ bjβ2−j
where b > 0 is a constant independent of ω and
|Id(ψǫj,kj)| > η
where η > 0 is a constant independent of ω.
Proof : Let j be a positive integer. For simplicity, we assume ǫ = (1, ..., 1). The general case follows
in a similar way. We consider the dyadic points of order j of (0, 1)d i.e. {k2−j : k ∈ {1, ..., 2j − 1}d}.
Set ∆j = {1, ..., 2j − 1}d. Let us build a covering of ∆j. In that view, define the following sets:
Qj = {0, ..., ⌊ 2
j
jβ
⌋+ 1}d,
∀q ∈ Qj, Dqj = {⌈jβ⌉q+ r : r ∈ {0, ..., ⌈jβ⌉ − 1}d}.
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Clearly:
∆j ⊂
⋃
q∈Qj
Dqj .
Consider the following event:
Aj =
⋃
q∈Qj
⋂
k∈diag(Dqj )
{|Id(ψǫj,k)| <
1
4.ddcd
}.
Where diag(Dqj ) denotes the diagonal of D
q
j . We wish to estimate its probability, and in particular its
dependence on j. For this purpose, we first perform a study of the random variables Id(ψ
ǫ
j,k). Since
ǫ = (1, ..., 1), one has:
ψǫj,k = ψj,k1 ⊗ ...⊗ ψj,kd
and
ψˆǫj,k = ψj,k1⊗ˆ...⊗ˆψj,kd .
Let us reorder the previous symmetric tensor product in the following way:
ψˆǫj,k = ψ
⊗ˆγ1
j,k1
⊗ˆ...⊗ˆψ⊗ˆγlj,kl ,
where l ∈ 1, ..., d, γ1+ ...+ γl = d and, for all p,m in {1, ..., l}, kp 6= km. Using the formula expressing
Wiener-Itoˆ integrals in terms of Hermite polynomials, one obtains:
Id(ψ
ǫ
j,k) =
l∏
p=1
Hγp(
∫
R
ψj,kp(u)dBu).
The standard normal random variables
∫
R
ψj,kp(u)dBu are independent. As a consequence, each
Id(ψ
ǫ
j,k) is a polynomial of degree at most d evaluated at independent standard normal random
variables. Moreover, for each k, k′ ∈ diag(Dqj ), Id(ψǫj,k) and Id(ψǫj,k′) are mutually independent for
k 6= k′. Therefore:
P(Aj) ≤
∑
q∈Qj
∏
k∈diag(Dqj )
P({|Id(ψǫj,k)| <
1
4.ddcd
})
Lemma 8 with q = 2d yields
P({|Id(ψǫj,k)| <
1
4.ddcd
}) ≤ (1
4
)
1
d (
√
d!||ψˆǫj,k||2)−
1
d .
Using the trivial fact: √
d!||ψˆǫj,k||2 ≥ 1,
one obtains the estimate
P({|Id(ψǫj,k)| <
1
4.ddcd
}) ≤ (1
4
)
1
d
which entails that
P(Aj) ≤ (⌊ 2
j
jβ
⌋+ 2)d(1
4
)
⌈jβ⌉
d .
Since β > 1,
∑+∞
j=1 P(Aj) <∞. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, the following event has probability one:
Ω∗∗ =
∞⋃
J=1
∞⋂
j=J
Acj,
where Acj denotes the complement of the event Aj . Let ω ∈ Ω∗∗ and t0 ∈ [0, 1]d. There exists k˜j ∈ ∆j
such that |t0 − k˜j2−j | ≤
√
d2−j . Moreover, since
⋃
q∈Qj D
q
j is a covering of ∆j there exists q˜j such
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that k˜j ∈ Dq˜jj . But for j large enough, there also exists kˆj ∈ D
q˜j
j such that |Id(ψj,kˆj )| >
1
4.ddcd
.
Write:
|t0 − 2−j kˆj | ≤ |t0 − k˜j2−j |+ 2−j |kˆj − k˜j| ≤ bjβ2−j,
which yields the desired conclusion. 
We are now ready to prove that the pointwise Ho¨lder exponent of the stohastic field Xα is equal
to H almost surely:
Theorem 10 Almost surely,
∀t ∈ (0, 1)d γXα(t) = H.
Proof : Assume that there exists ω0 ∈ Ω∗∗, t0 ∈ (0, 1)d and ǫ0 > 0 such that:
γXα(t0)(ω0) ≥ H + ǫ0.
By definition of the pointwise Ho¨lder exponent, for any t such that ||t− t0||2 is sufficiently small, the
following inequality holds:
|Xαt (ω0)−Xαt0(ω0)| ≤ C(ω0)||t − t0||H+ǫ02 , (2)
where C(ω0) > 0 is a finite constant. By continuity and growth at infinity of X
α, this inequality
holds for any t ∈ Rd. For any (j,k, ǫ) ∈ N× Zd × E,
|Id(ψǫj,k)(ω0)| = 2j(H+d)|
∫
Rd
XαtD
α+1(ψǫ)(2jt− k)dt|.
Using the fact that Dα+1(ψǫ) ∈ S0(Rd) and inequality (2), one gets:
|Id(ψǫj,k)(ω0)| ≤ 2j(H+d)
∫
Rd
|Xαt −Xαt0 ||Dα+1(ψǫ)(2jt− k)|dt
≤ C(ω0)2j(H+d)
∫
Rd
||t− t0||H+ǫ02 |Dα+1(ψǫ)(2jt− k)|dt.
The rapid decrease of Dα+1(ψǫ) and the the change of variable x = 2jt− k yield
|Id(ψǫj,k)(ω0)| ≤ C ′(ω0)2jH
∫
Rd
||2−jx+ k2−j − t0||H+ǫ02
1
(1 + ||x||2)p dx.
Since (|t|+ |s|)H+ǫ0 ≤ C ′′(|t|H+ǫ0 + |s|H+ǫ0), one obtains
|Id(ψǫj,k)(ω0)| ≤ C ′′′(ω0)2−jǫ0(1 + ||k− 2jt0||H+ǫ02 ).
This inequality is true for any j and k. Applying it with the kj of Lemma 9 yields
|Id(ψǫj,k)(ω0)| ≤ C ′′′(ω0)2−jǫ0(1 + (bjβ)H+ǫ0).
This right hand side in the above inequality tends to 0 as j tends to +∞. But, by Lemma 9,
|Id(ψǫj,kj)(ω0)| > η. Then, ad absurdum,
a.s, ∀t ∈ (0, 1)d, γXα(t) = H. 
Corollary 11 Almost surely,
∀t ∈ (0, 1), γXα(t) = H.
This result should be compared with Proposition 2.2 p.163 and Remark 2.1 p.164 of [31], which entail
that, for all t, almost surely, the pointwise Ho¨lder exponent of Xα (as well as the ones of all Hermite
processes) are equal to H.
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5 Hausdorff Dimensions of SSSI processes represented by multiple
Wiener-Itoˆ integrals
In this section, we provide estimates for the Hausdorff dimension of the range and the graph of
multidimensional processes represented by multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals of order d whose kernel verify
conditions 1., 2., 3. with self-similar exponent H. More precisely, let d ≥ 1 and N ≥ 1 be two integers.
Let {Y Ht } be the process defined by:
Y Ht = γ(H, d)Id(h
H
t )
where γ(H, d) is a normalizing positive constant such that E[|Y H1 |2] = 1 and hHt any symmetric
square-integrable kernel satisfying properties 1.,2.,3.
Let 12 < H1 ≤ ... ≤ HN < 1. Let {YHt } be the multidimensional process defined by:
{YHt } = {(Y H1t , ..., Y HNt ) : t ∈ R+}
where the coordinates are independent copies of the process Y Ht .
Let E ⊂ R+. It turns out that the methods developed in [36] apply with few modifications
for estimating the Hausdorff dimension of the range RE(Y
H) := {YH(t), t ∈ E} and the graph
GrE(Y
H) := {(t,YH(t)), t ∈ E} of YH over E. We shall make use of the following lemma which is
similar to lemma 4.3 of [24]:
Lemma 12 There exists a stricly positive constant, C, depending only on d, such that:
∀j ∈ {1, ..., N} P(|Y Hj1 | ≤ x) ≤ Cx
1
d .
Proof : We shall use Lemma 8 in order to prove this inequality. For all j ∈ {1, ..., N}, γ(Hj , d)hHj1 ∈
L2(Rd). If {fn : n ∈ N} is an orthonormal basis of L2(R), then {fi1 ⊗ ...⊗ fid : (i1, ..., id) ∈ Nd} is an
orthonormal basis of L2(Rd). Thus, one can approximate γ(Hj , d)h
Hj
1 by:
h
Hj ,n
1 =
n∑
i1,...,id=1
< γ(Hj , d)h
Hj
1 ; fi1 ⊗ ...⊗ fid > fi1 ⊗ ...⊗ fid .
By linearity of the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integral,
Id(h
Hj ,n
1 ) =
n∑
i1,...,id=1
< γ(Hj , d)h
Hj
1 ; fi1 ⊗ ...⊗ fid > Id(fi1 ⊗ ...⊗ fid).
The Wiener-Itoˆ theorem entails that Id(fi1 ⊗ ...⊗ fid) is a polynomial of degree at most d evaluated
at independent standard normal random variables. Therefore,
Id(h
Hj ,n
1 ) = Pn,d(
∫
R
f1(u)dBj(u), ...,
∫
R
fn(u)dBj(u))
where Pn,d is a polynomial of degree at most d. Applying Lemma 8 to this quantity with q = 2d and
µ the Gaussian probability measure on Rn yields that there exists a constant C(d) > 0 such that:
∀n ∈ N ∀x > 0 P(|Id(hHj ,n1 )| ≤ x) ≤ C(d)x
1
d ||hHj ,n1 ||
− 1
d
2 .
By the continuity of the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integral, Id(h
Hj ,n
1 )→ Id(γ(Hj , d)hαj1 ) in L2(Ω). Consider
a subsequence such that Id(h
Hj ,n
1 ) converges almost surely to Id(γ(Hj , d)h
Hj
1 ). Using Fatou’s lemma
along this subsequence, one obtains:
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P(Id(h
Hj
1 ) ≤ x) ≤ lim infn→+∞ P(|Id(h
Hj ,n
1 )| ≤ x)
≤ C(d)x 1d lim inf
n→+∞ ||h
Hj ,n
1 ||
− 1
d
2
≤ C(d)x 1d ||γ(Hj , d)hHj1 ||
− 1
d
2
≤ C(d)x 1d ( 1√
d!
)−
1
d
≤ K(d)x 1d
since, we have E[|Y Hj1 |2] = γ(Hj , d)2d!||hHj1 ||22 = 1. 
We are now ready to prove the following theorem which is similar to Theorem 3.3 of [36].
Theorem 13 Almost surely,
dimHRE(YH) ≥ min

N ; dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk−Hj)
d
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N

 ,
dimHGrE(YH) ≥ min

dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk−Hj)
d
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N, dimHE +
N∑
i=1
(1−Hi)
d

 .
Proof : Assume that dimHE > 0 (otherwise there is nothing to prove) and let k be such that:∑k−1
i=1 Hi
d
< dimHE ≤
∑k
i=1Hi
d
Let us compute the quantity:
λ = min

N ; dimHE +
∑j
i=1(Hj−Hi)
d
Hj
, j = 1, ..., N

 .
Let j < k. Let:
∆ :=
dimHE +
∑k
i=1(Hk−Hi)
d
Hk
− dimHE +
∑j
i=1(Hj−Hi)
d
Hj
.
Then,
∆ =
1
HjHk
[
dimHE(Hj −Hk) +
∑k
i=1(Hk −Hi)Hj
d
−
∑j
i=1(Hj −Hi)Hk
d
]
=
1
HjHk
[
dimHE(Hj −Hk) +
∑j
i=1(Hk −Hj)Hi
d
+
∑k
i=j+1(Hk −Hi)Hj
d
]
.
Since:
k∑
i=j+1
(Hk −Hi)Hj =
k−1∑
i=j+1
(Hk −Hi)Hj ≤
k−1∑
i=j+1
(Hk −Hj)Hi,
one gets:
dimHE +
∑k
i=1(Hk−Hi)
d
Hk
− dimHE +
∑j
i=1
(Hj−Hi)
d
Hj
≤ Hk −Hj
HjHk
[
−dimHE +
∑k−1
i=1 Hi
d
]
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which is strictly less than 0 by definition of k. One proves in a similar way that this inequality also
holds for j > k. Thus,
λ =
dimHE +
∑k
i=1(Hk−Hi)
d
Hk
.
From this one deduces that k−1
d
< λ ≤ k
d
.
We shall use a classical potential theoretic method [13] to obtain a lower bound on the Hausdorff
dimension. More precisely, in the case of the range of {YHt }, we study the convergence of the following
quantity: ∫
RE(YH )×RE(YH )
dµYH (x)dµYH (y)
|x− y|γ
where γ is a strictly positive constant and µYH is the image by Y
H of a positive measure, µ, on E,
both of them suitably chosen. By a change of variable, the previous quantity is equal to:∫
E×E
dµ(t)dµ(s)
|YHt − YHs |γ
.
By Fubini’s theorem, it suffices to show the convergence of the following integral:∫
E×E
E
[|YHt − YHs |−γ] dµ(t)dµ(s).
Fix γ ∈ (k−1
d
, λ) and set
F (x) =
N∏
j=1
P[|Y Hj1 | ≤ xj ].
One computes:
E[|YHt − YHs |−γ ] =
∫
RN
+
[(x1|t− s|H1)2 + ...+ (xN |t− s|HN )2]−
γ
2 dF (x)
= |t− s|−H1γ
∫
R
d−1
+
dF2(x2)...dFN (xN )
∫
R+
[x21 + ...+ (xN |t− s|HN−H1)2]−
γ
2 dF1(x1).
For all a > 0 and all β > 0:
J :=
∫
R+
[x21 + a
2]−
β
2 dF1(x1) = β
∫
R+
x1F1(x1)[x
2
1 + a
2]−
β
2
−1dx1.
When β > 1
d
, Lemma 12 yields:
J ≤ βC(d)
∫ +∞
0
[x21 + a
2]−
β
2
−1x
1+ 1
d
1 dx1
≤ C(d)
[
a−β−2
∫ a
0
x
1+ 1
d
1 dx1 +
∫ +∞
a
x
−β−1+ 1
d
1 dx1
]
≤ C ′(β, d)a−β+ 1d .
When β < 1
d
,
∫
R+
x1F1(x1)[x
2
1 + a
2]−
β
2
−1dx1 ≤
∫ 1
0
x
−β−1+ 1
d
1 dx1 +
∫ +∞
1
x−β−11 dx1
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and thus ∫
R+
[x21 + a
2]−
β
2 dF1(x1) ≤ C ′′(β, d).
Since γ ∈ (k−1
d
, λ) we see that, upon integrating iteratively with respect to dF1(x1), dF2(x2), ..., dFk(xk),
the integral ∫
RN
+
[(x1|t− s|H1)2 + ...+ (xN |t− s|HN )2]−
γ
2 dF (x)
is not larger than a constant times:
|t− s|−H1γ−(H2−H1)(γ− 1d )−...−(Hk−Hk−1)(γ− k−1d ) = |t− s|−Hkγ+
∑k
j=1
Hk−Hj
d .
By Frostman’s Lemma, the condition Hkγ−
∑k
j=1
Hk−Hj
d
< dimHE entails that there exists a positive
measure µ on E such that ∫
E×E
µ(ds)µ(dt)
|t− s|Hkγ−
∑k
j=1
Hk−Hj
d
< +∞.
Therefore,
E
[∫
E×E
µ(ds)µ(dt)
|YHt − YHs |γ
]
< +∞
i.e.
dimHRE(YH) ≥ γ a.s.
for all γ ∈ (k−1
d
, λ).
The proof of the lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension of the graph of YHt over E follows from
the one of Theorem 3.3 in [36] with the same modifications as above. We omit the details. 
Remarks:
• The proof relies essentially on Lemma 12. The lower bound holds for multidimensional Hermite
processes of any order d as well as for multidimensional versions of Xα.
• Moreover, it is well-known that the density of the Rosenblatt distribution is continuous and
bounded ([1], [9]). As a consequence, P(|Y Hj1 | ≤ x) ≤ Kx, which yields the following lower
bounds:
dimHRE(YH) ≥ min
(
N ;
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N
)
a.s.
dimHGrE(YH) ≥ min
(
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N, dimHE +
N∑
i=1
(1−Hi)
)
a.s.
One thus retrieves here the result of Theorem 2.3 of [36].
• Actually, for d = 2, we have the following equality in law:
Y
Hj
1
(d)
=
∞∑
n=1
λn,Hj(η
2
n − 1)
where {λn,Hj ;n ≥ 1} satisfying |λ1,Hj | ≥ ... ≥ |λn−1,Hj | ≥ |λn,Hj | ≥ ... ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues
of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator associated with the L2(R2)-kernel h
Hj
1 and {ηn;n ≥ 1} is a
collection of independent standard normal random variables. A sufficient condition for Y
Hj
1
to have a continuous and bounded density is obtained in [15] using Malliavin calculus. The
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boundedness and the continuity of the density rely on the existence of negative moments for
‖D(Y Hj1 )‖L2(R) where D is the Malliavin derivative (see theorem 3.1 of [15] and chapter 1.2 of
[25] for a definition of D). Lemma 7.1. in [15] provides sufficient and necessary conditions for
the existence of negative moments for ‖D(Y Hj1 )‖L2(R). It depends on the number of non-zero
eigenvalues in {λn,Hj ;n ≥ 1}. Thus, for such Y Hj1 , we have the following lower bounds:
dimHRE(YH) ≥ min
(
N ;
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N
)
a.s.
dimHGrE(YH) ≥ min
(
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N, dimHE +
N∑
i=1
(1−Hi)
)
a.s.
Upper bounds for the Hausdorff dimensions of the range and the graph are obtained by a direct
application of Theorem 3.1 in [36], since we deal with elements of Wiener’s chaoses, which thus have
finite moments of all order:
Theorem 14 [36, Thoerem 3.1] Almost surely,
dimHRE(YH) ≤ min
(
N ;
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N
)
,
dimHGrE(YH) ≤ min
(
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N ; dimHE +
N∑
i=1
(1−Hi)
)
.
Remarks:
• For the N -dimensional anisotropic Rosenblatt process, we retrieve the known results:
dimHRE(YH) = min
(
N ;
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N
)
a.s.,
dimHGrE(YH) = min
(
dimHE +
∑k
j=1(Hk −Hj)
Hk
, k = 1, ..., N ; dimHE +
N∑
i=1
(1−Hi)
)
a.s.
• In the isotropic case, the first equality was proven in [30].
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